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This paper deals with the problem of decision making by an
individual under uncertainty. The individual can be a person,
firm or a group of persons working as a unit with a single objective.
Hence, the problem can be treated as a one-person game, with
'nature' as the other or 'passive' player. Weiirst review four con
ventional theories of choice which can serve for decision making
under uncertainty, we then suggest a new theory, the benefit criterion,
which in general appears to have merit over conventional theories.

Decision Framework

A decision making problem under uncertainty has the following
four basic components relating to the decision maker : (a) an objec
tive function, {b) a set of strategies or alternative courses of action,
(c) payoffs or outcomes associated with given strategies of the decision
maker for each state of nature, and {d) uncertainty about the state of
nature likely to prevail in the period for which the decision is made.
The problem can be summarized as follows :

Let

... sj

be the strategy set of the decision maker,
T= (?i, tj,... t„)

be the states of nature, and P={Pi}} be the payoff matrix of the
decision rnaker. Thus P lists each outcome, Pij, associated with the
ith strategy of thedecision maker when thejth stateof nature'prevails.
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Then given the objective function of the individual decision
maker and P, the problem is reduced to the choice of suitable s,

£ S), such that V optimizes the objective function.
Under complete information about the future, no uncertainty is

involved in decision making and the choice of a suitable's' may be
trivial. If knowledge of the future is not perfect, the problem
becomes very complex since present decisions fall in the realm of
uncertainty. Uncertainty is a subjective phenomenon because the
parameters of relevant probability distributions cannot be established
empirically. Therefore, given the same set of circumstances, two
decision makers may not visualize future happenings in the same
manner and the decision of A may differ from that of B. As he
looks to the future, a decision maker forms, expectations of the conse
quences ofhis decisions. Hence, he does not maximize his payoff
or utility function but maximizes their expected value.

Conventional Criteria

Theories of statistical decision deal with the 'best-looking'
course of action under incomplete information due to uncertainty
where the decision maker has no idea (no probability basis) of the
state of nature likely to prevail. Four conventional criteria or
theories of choice for selecting optimal strategies {'s') in the realm of
uncertainty are : (a) Wald's maximin criterion, {b) Laplace's principle
ofinsufficient reason, (c) Savage's Regret criterion, and {d) Hurwicz'
'optimism-pessimism' criterion.

To aid in evaluating the 'benefit' criterion, we briefly illustrate
these four theories and indicate their advantages and limitations. All
these theories suggest the strategy set s that maximizes the expected
utility of the decision maker. It is the definition of 'expected utility'
that varies from criterion to criterion. Accordingly, as we shall
demonstrate, the four different criteria may specify diflFerent optimal
strategies for a given payoff matrix.

Throughout this paper, the following assumptions have been
made :

(a) The gameisoftheformG=(S',r,P) where S, T and P
are the same as on page 2.

{b) i and 7 are finite.

(c) The utilities can be numerically expressed. This is quite a
restrictive assumption. However, we can relax this assump
tion for the 'benefit' critmon without serious difl3cultie§.
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{d) The alternative acts can be ranked according to the utilities
associated with them.

(e) Transitivity of acts and the outcomes, i.e. if ispreferred
to Pij^, and if is preferred to then Pi^j is preferred
to Pi^i^.

if) The decision maker is an individual, a firm or a group of
individuals working together as a single unit for the same
objective.

(g) The decision maker maximizes the expected utility of his
strategies.

Wald's Maximin Criterion

This is a conservative criterion where the decision maker
attaches a probability of one to the worst consequence for a given

fy
Si and zero to the other outcomes in that row. Let jE'(k<) be the
expected utility of his rth strategy (Si) to the decision maker under
Wald's criterion. Then

fr }y fv
£•(»»•)=min/?jj-. If max E(u^—E(ui^),

J i
the i*th strategy is optimal to the decision maker.

Laplace's Prtnciplb of Insufficient Reason

The theory assumes complete ignorance on the part of the
decision maker about the state of nature that will prevail. Hence, it

L

is assumed that each state of nature is equally probable. Let ^(m,)
be the expected utility of the /th strategy to the decision maker under
the Laplace's principle. Then

L _ n
£(M,)= n-i S Pij.

7=1

L L

Again, if max E{Ui)=E(Ui*), the decision maker will choose the
/

/*th strategy, Si^.

Hurwicz' 'Optimism-pessimism' Criterion

According to this criterion, the decision maker assigns a prob
ability of a, to the best outcome for a given and a
probability of 'I—a' to the worst outcome in that row.

H

Let E{Ui) be the expected utility to the decision maker of his
/th strategy under Hurwicz'Imodel. Then
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H

E{Ui)={a) (maxp»^)+(l—fl)
j }

H H

If max E{U{)=E(Ui^), the choice will fall on

Savage's 'Regret' Criterion

The behavioral assumption under this criterion is that the
decision maker tries to minimize his risk or 'regret' where regret is
defined as the difference between the actual payoff for the rth stra
tegy and the maximum payoff that he could have obtained if he had
an advance knowledge of the true state of nature that actually
prevailed. Let R be the Regret matrix with elements r,,. Then for
a given state of nature tjo, rno^Piio—max pno- Clearly fnKfi.

i

J?

Let E{u/) be the expected utility to the decision maker of his
fth strategy as defined by the Regret criterion. Then

R

E(Ui)=min Tij.
j

R R

If max E{u^=E{Uiif), is optimal to the decision maker under
i

Regret criterion.

Illustration of the Four Criteria

We illustrate the mechanics of the four theories of choice for
the following payoff matrix :

States of nature

h h h
Strate
gies of Si - 7 13 5

decision
P = Maker 5a 10 9 6

^3 _ 8 7 8.5_
W

...(1)

If we assume a='3, then (1 —«)=•?. Therefore, E{Uj) Eui) and
H

E{Ui) are as given below :
w

h ^2 tz E[Ui) E{Ui)
•Jl ~ 7 13 5 -n 5 7+13+5 25*

3 3

10 9 6 6 10+9+6 25*
3 3

«3 8 7 85 7* 8+7+8-5 23'5

H

E{ui) fora=3

-(•3)(13)+(I--3)(5)=7-4

-(•3)(10)+ (I—3)(6)=7-2

g -(•3)(8-5) + (1--3)(7) =7-45
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The'Regret' matrix for the P in. (1) and the respective )are
given in (2)

R =

h h
Si --3 0 —3-5"

Si 0 -4 -2-5

sa —2 -6 0 -

-3-5*

-4

-6

...(2)

To sum up, for the pay off matrix Pi the following are the
optimal strategies under the different theories of choice :

Optimal strategy/strategies

^3

Sj and/or

•^3

Si

Criterion

Wald's

Laplace's

Hurwicz (for fl = '3)

Regret

Comparison of the four theories ofchoice
Wald's model chooses as the optimal-that strategy which affords

the maximum securily level to the decision maker under the assump
tion that nature will try to do the worst to him. This is hardly
true. Moreover, we are concerned only with a one-person game where
the nature has been assumed to bs 'passive'. The decision makes
acts as a risk-averter under this criterion. Since the theory places all
the weight on the worst outcome in a row and none on others, it
may lead to ridiculous results. Consider the payoff matrix in (3),

Si

P =

S3

h
10

8

- 7

h
15"

300

1000

...(3)

Wald's criterion would always suggest Sj, no matter whether
we have 30, 300, 3000 or 3million as For p in (3), as long as the
probability of h is more than 2/287, should be preferred to Si-
Similarly, unless the probability of is as high as 985/988, a prudent
decision maker should prefer over Sj.

Laplace's principle is suitable where data are available for all
pertinent states of 'nature'. Rather than use the Laplace principle in
such a case, however, one could dorbetter by applying usual statisti-
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cal procedures and test of significance to specify the best strategy. Of
the four theories, Laplace's criterion is more appropriate for long-run
decisions because the longer the period, the "better the operation of
law of averages". However, in practice not enough data may be
available to establish the probabilities of the states of nature. It is
under such circumstacces that a theory of statistical decision is
needed.

Hurwicz's model takes only the extreme values in a row into
consideration and completely ignores the rest of the data. In this
respect, it is similar to 'range' as a measure ofdispersion. For P in
(l),/'u could take any value from 5 to 13, could be anything
between 6 and 10 and could assume any value between 7and 85
and still jg would be optimal under the Hurwicz model. Aserious
difficulty may arise in choosing an appropriate 'a' which is greatly
affected hy individual's judgement, psychology, outlook and education.
Also, it is doubtful that the same 'a' should be specified for all the
model thus becoming highly subjective. At a=0, the Hurwicz
approach is identical to that of Wald.

The Regret criterion assumes that the decision maker is risk-
conscious i.e. tries to minimize his risk. It may, though not nece«
ssariiy, provide the decision maker with the highest payoff in P. For
P in (1), the Regret criterion specifics as optimal. If the decision
maker employs Jj aud if the state of nature is the payoff to the
decision maker would be as high as 13. However, there is also a
danger of his getting only 5, the minimum inp, if comes to prevail.
The minimum payoff under Wald's approach is at least as high as
that under any other criterion. But the decision maker may never
be able to achieve the maximum payoff by using Wald's model. Thus,
the Wald and Regret criteria represent two extremes. For this
reason, we suggest a new theory of choice—the criterion of 'benefit'
—which blends the properties of these two models.

The Criterion of 'Benefit'

In addition to the assumptions made earlier, the following
behaviour is assumed on the part of the decision maker.

For a given state ofnature, t^o, he determines his own strategy,
Sio, which has the smallest payoff under If t,o prevails, the worst
realization occurs under the use of his ioth strategy, If he
chooses a strategy y,-, i,^io, he certainly will gain over the worst, Sto,
under To what extent is he better off ? Under assumption (c),
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on page 72, we suppose that he finds the amount by deducting the
lowest payoff for tjo {i s. Piojo) from the payoff under tjo ifhe employs
Si. This difference is-termed as the 'benefit' or additional return
resulting from his wisdom in choosing a strategy other than the worst
for the given state of nature.

Let B be the 'benefit' matrix of the decision maker with ele
ments bij where btio^piio-minpiio. Clearly, hi > 0.. Further, the

i

dimensions of B and P are the same.

If E{Ui^) is the expected utility to the decision maker ofhis ith
strategy under the 'benefit' criterion, then we defiae E(Ui^ )=min
Again if max then is the optimal strategy

under the'benefit'theory. Forin (1) the 'benefit' matrix is cal
culated in the following manner :

(i) for ti (i.e. minp<i=/'ii=7 and i°=l.

Therefore,

^ii'=Pn-Pii= 7-7=0
b2i=Pai-/'ii= 10-7=3

bix^Pn-Pii=' 8—7= 1

Similarly,

(//) for ti, min Pi2=/'32'=7 and, therefore,
i

622=6, 622~2 and 632=0, and
{Hi) for min/'i3=i?i3=5 and,

i

^13 = 0, ^23 = 1 ^33=3'5.

The Bmatrix and the respective E{u-i^) are given in (4).

B=

h '2 h E{U,B)

•'I -0 6 0 - 0

3 2 1 1* ...(4)

^3 -1 0 3-5- 0

max ) and, according to the 'benefit'
criterion, Sg is the optimal strategy.

In case of a tie among the E{u^ *), the tie may be broken by
•trying the next higher (than the minimum) payofffor the rows in the
tie and then choosing the one with the higher figure. For example,
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the minimum for both Jx and Jg is zero in B. If we make a choice
between these two, we should look for the value higher than zero. It
is 6 for and I for Sg and with 6>1, we choose Jj. As noted
earlier, Wald's model chose fg whereas was optimal under the
Regret approach. Thus, in our example, each of the three principles
of choice suggests a different strategy as optimal.

Reasons for different choices

Two questions suggest themselves : (a) Why do these three
criterion give different results in some cases ? {b) Why is the benefit
criterion more appropriate than the Regret or the Wald model ?

We first attempt to answer question (a) and on the basis of
this answer, and the comparison of the 'benefit' criterion to those of
Wald and Regret, we hope to answer {b).

The direct answer to {a) rests on the fact that there is a basic
difference in definition of expected utilities for the three criteria.
Due to the difference in definitions of E{Ui), under Wald's criterion,
the maximin principle is applied directly to P. Under the other two
criteria, we convert P to i? and B and then apply the maximin
principle. Therefore, one should examine 'what happens when the
original matrix P is converted to a regret or a-benefit martix ?' This
comparison is provided in [figures I and 2 drawn for P, R and B in
(1), (2) and (4) respectively. The two figures differ only in the sense
that figure 1 has j,- on the x axis and tj on the axis whereas the
reverse holds true for figure 2. The same nomenclature for two
points in the two figures denotes, that the two points are the same.
For example, point J in figure 1 represents ^3) or with a value
of 5. In figure 2 also, J represents P13.

In figure 1 :

(a) is the graph for the column of P, i.e. of the payoffs
associated with Jj, J2 and J3 under t-^. This is DEF. Point D
represents [also called which is the payoff to the decision
maker when he employs his 1st strategy and the state of nature is /j.
Similarly, E represents p^i and F, p^^.

{b) and are the graphs for and colums respectively
of P. These are GUI and JKL.

(c) and are drawn for R in (2). They are D'E'F,
G'HT and J'K'L' respectively.
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and /g® are labelled as D"E"F", G"H"r and
J"K"L" and are for t^, and columns of B.

Similarly, in figure 2 :

(^) , Si and are the sets of the payoffs associates with
the three rows of P.

(6) , ^8^ and J3R are the graphs for Rand and j ^
for 5 matrix. 1.23

In figure I, ,tj^andti^ are parallel to each other ; the
same holds true for t, and f,. This property of /,/ , and
bemg parallel to each other is indicative of the fact that when P is
reduced to B or R, the position of Si in relation to each other (in
order of being highest, next, highest, lowest) remains the same
for agiven In deriving Bfrom P, we deduct the minimum payoff
in agiven tjo from other payoffs in the same column thus displacing

to in the downward direction to the extent of the minimum
payoff in P under The minimum a-i=7 .and, therefore,

^ Similarly.
B r /, {JKL) are shifted downwards to and^3 {J"K"L") by 7 and 5 units respectively. In case of a 'regret'

matrix, is displaced in the downward direction to7^/ and the
displacement is equal to the max«For/i, max a-i=10 and,
therefore, (DEF) is displaced to (D'E'F') by 10 units. Like-
msQ // (GHI) is shifted by 13 units to (G'HT) and (JKL) to
ts U'K'L') by 8units. Obviously, the displacement of in case of
RIS always more than (or equal to) that in Bbecause the maximum
in a column ofP is always greater than or equal to the maximum in
that column. If min,- PjVo=0 for some j, then and are

identical. Because the displacements of a given to and to
t}o^ are not identical, the three models will, in many instances, suggest
different strategies as optimal.

(«) First let us consider and ^3^ . consists of
points D, Gand J such that Gis the highest, Dis next and / is the
lowest, i.e. G>D>J. According to the definition, E{u '̂̂ )=ram< p •.
Because J is the lowest of the three points in , J represents
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Similarly, in 5/ , E>H>K and, therefore, isrepre-
sented by K. L>F>I in and Irepresents E{u^^^). Further, max.-
E{v^)=E(u>^ *). By looking at figure 2, we find that I>K>J and,
therefore, I represents E{u>^ which is obtained by using Jg'

{b) Now consider the graphs and for the regret
matrix in (2). consists of D', G' and J' which are displaced D,
Gand J of . The order of these elements in is G'>D'>J'.
In [E' H' K'), the order is E'>K'>H' which differs from
E>H>K in • The positions of Hand K are interchanged. As
pointed out earlier, this shift is due to the non-uniform displacemenl.
of . The E{u,^ ), Eiu,^ ) and E(u,^ )are, represented by J',
and r respectively. From figures 1and 2, we can see that J' H' 1'
and, therefore, J' represents E{u,^ J. Because J' belongs to is
the optimal strategy under the regret.criterioij.

(c) For Si® and Ja*". £("1® ) is represented by D" or J\
E{u^ )by H"'md E{u^^ )hy 1'.- Because H" is the highest of these
points, max E{u? )=^E{iu^.), and is optimal under benefit criterion.

i

Thus, we see why the three criteria may suggest different
strategies as optimal for agiven Punder some situations. However,
this may not always be true. One situation, for example, would be
where one strategy of the decision maker (row of P) strictly domi
nates his all other strategies. In this case, no matter what criterion
we apply, the s/ncf/;' dominating strategy would always come out to
be the best. •

Characteristics of the 'Benefit' Model relative to the Wald &
Regret Models :

Benefit and Regret matrices (5 &R) are similar in the sense
that both are derived from P by deducting a constant from other
payoffs for a given state of nature. Since, in deriving Rfrom P, the
maximum in acolumn of P is considered", the approach is oather
optimistic. Ill calculating thb 'benefit' matrix, the worst consequence
for a given state of nature is taken into account. Therefore, this
approach is more conservative Uian the 'Regret' approach. If min
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Pij~0 for ally, then P=.5 and E{ii^^)=E{uP )for all /. In this case,
the Wald and the 'Benefit' models will give identical results. Due to
the property ot column-linearity, the principle of 'insufficient reason'
suggests the same strategy no matter on which matrix {P, R or B) it
is applied. The 'Benefit' approach combines the Wald and Regret
models as is brought out ia figure 2. Let us look at and .
While 5/(£• j7 iSTj has a kind on its upper side at H, the regret
criterion curve {E' H' K'), has a kink on its lower side at H' ;
and a graph of for the 'benefit' criterion, Ja® , is a straight line
E" H" K" representing a compromise between the Wald (rank
pessimistic) and Savage's Regret (optimistic) criteria. Therefore, the
benefit approach can be termed as 'neither too optimistic nor too
conservative'. Under the most unfavourable states of nature, the
'benefit' approach may not always be as good as the Wald model.
Under extremely favourable conditions, it may be inferior to the
'regret' principle. However, under the greater number of 'in between'
cases, it appears to be superior, more realistic and, therefore, more
practical than any other criterion. One of its advantages is that, for
a given state of nature, it allows the decision maker a payoff higher
than the worst in most cases. Usually, then it protects the decision
maker from the worst consequences for a given state of nature, tj. It
needs to be examined under various numerical situations (payoff
matrices). However, as a hybrid between the Wald and Savage's
Regret gppro;;ches, the nature of many payoff matrices may suggest
the utility of ihe 'benefit' criterion.
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